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Rescue Your Investment Managers
From the SPDRs Web

The S&P as Core reduces the value added by active
managers because it dilutes their decisions. The S&P
contains value & growth stocks that active managers
don’t want to hold.
The new Centric non-dilutive Core complements
active managers with stocks they’re not authorized to
hold, namely the stocks in between value and growth.
Adding 20% in Centric Core to a typical managed
money program improves diversification by as much
as adding 80% in the S&P500.
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The little index that could. A new index could replace the mighty S&P500 as a
diversification complement to active managers. Centric Core’s 45 stocks provide
concentrated diversification, an oxymoron that makes perfect sense.

More than $2 Trillion is currently invested in the S&P500, much of it in core-satellite portfolios where
active satellite managers are blended with a broad market index, or core. But what most don’t realize
is that the S&P500 dilutes active management decisions. The idea of core-satellite is to complete an
active management roster with a diversifying center, or core, but the S&P is not just the center; it’s
most of the market. The good news is that there is a center, or core, represented by a new little 45stock index that does all that the S&P does and more. Less is more. Centric Core provides more
diversification with less dilution than the S&P500.
Core comes in two flavors – blend and centric. Centric stocks are in the middle, in between value and growth.
The S&P500 is blended core because it encompasses value and growth and centric stocks, including many
stocks that active managers don’t want to hold, so it dilutes their decisions. This is fine if we have no
confidence in active managers, but a better decision in this situation is to not use active managers at all.
By contrast, Centric Core complements active managers by adding stocks that are typically not on their
research lists – they’re not under consideration by value or growth managers. It’s not because Centric Core
stocks are unworthy; they just don’t meet the rules for a value or growth discipline. As little as 20% in Centric
Core adds as much diversification to an active manager roster as 80% in the S&P500, giving rise to an
oxymoron: concentrated diversification. Centric Core is a 45-stock portfolio of well-known liquid companies.
Most managed money programs, like UMAs, are making an unintended bet
against Centric Core because they are underweight in this market segment.
It’s like betting against the sweet filling in an Oreo cookie. This bet hurt
performance in 2008 when Centric Core outperformed value by 300 basis
points and growth by 1600 basis points. That terrible year would have been
less painful had Centric Core been incorporated.
Centric Core is offered as a model portfolio on several UMA (Unified
Managed Accounts) platforms including TD Ameritrade, Folio Dynamix,
SmartLeaf, Adhesion, PlaceMark. Plus there is currently an opportunity for
the right partners to provide Centric Core as a collective fund, mutual fund or
an ETF.
Performance history is available on most reporting services including PSN,
Zephyr, MPI, PerTrac, Morningstar, eVestment, etc.
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The new Centric Core index replaces the S&P500 as a diversification complement to
active managers. Centric Core is the 45 large companies in between value and growth
stocks. More than $1 Trillion in current allocations could potentially be replaced by
Centric Core.

Business opportunity:
1. Replace the S&P500 as Core. Of the approximately $2 Trillion in US broad
market index funds, we estimate that at least half is invested in core-satellite
portfolio structures. Most financial advisors support a core-satellite approach.
But the S&P dilutes active managers because it is a “blend” version of core,
encompassing value, growth and centric. Centric core does not dilute active
managers, so it is what advisors should use if they have confidence in their active
managers.

2. Complete multiple manager programs. Most managed money programs, like
Unified Managed Accounts (UMAs), use a 4-corner approach: large value, large
growth, small value, small growth. Centric core completes these programs by
adding the stuff in the middle. UMA programs are making an unintended bet
against Centric Core that can be costly, as it was in 2008.

3. Cushion a concentrated portfolio. As little as 20% in Centric Core can smooth out
the return experience of portfolios with just a few stocks, as some advisors hold,
as do some high net worth investors.

4. Hedge funds and other active traders can be more selective in their style
decisions, moving within and across value-core-growth in much the same way as
they move across large-middle-small.

Ron Surz President PPCA Inc. Ron@PPCA-Inc.com 949/488-8339
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Portfolio construction guidance using returns-based style analysis

Returns-based style analysis (RBSA) can be used to solve for allocations to an activepassive team of managers. Instruct the optimizer to solve for the blend of managers that
best tracks the Wilshire 5000. To do so, set the “Style Basis/Palette” as the team of
managers plus a passive core, and run a RBSA for the Wilshire 5000. The returns-based
optimizer will solve for the blend of managers that best tracks the broad market,
producing the highest R2 to the market, the measure of diversification.

If the passive core is the S&P500, the optimized solution will call for about 80% in the
S&P, whereas it will require only 20% in Centric; the same diversification with less
passive core. Less core is more, especially if you believe your active managers will add
value. If you don’t believe they’ll add value you’re better off all passive. Why does the
optimizer want so much S&P? It wants the centric part of the S&P but has to take the
whole package in order to get the centric. You have to buy the entire Oreo cookie to get
the sweet center.

The returns-based analysis will also show that the Centric-Satellite solution delivers
more alpha IF the active managers are adding value. Or viewed another way, just a
little Centric Core provides as much diversification as a substantial amount of the S&P.
Most core-satellite programs have 20-30% in the S&P which the optimizer considers
insufficient, but 20% Centric is just what the optimizer wants. In other words, Centric is
a double win: better diversification and better performance.

See example on next page.
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Surz Centric Core Index
Index Overview

20 year Performance History

Correlations

Objective
Centric Core completes a Unified Managed
Account (UMA) platform, filling in a void, and
it frequently performs differently than both
value and growth, similar to the way mid-cap
performs differently than large and small.
Traditional core-satellite investing uses a
version of core that overlaps the satellite
managers, diluting their decisions. By contrast,
a centric core that is in between value and
growth complements the satellites, and
delivers the same diversification as traditional
core with about one-fourth the allocation.

Suitability
Active-passive portfolio structures, especially
core-satellite domestic portfolios, should
consider Centric Core as an alternative to the
traditional S&P500. Centric Core is suitable for
those who have confidence in their active
managers and who do not want to dilute
(dampen) their active stock selections. It is a
completeness fund.
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Composition
Centric Core is derived from the Surz Style
Pure® Large Cap Core index which classifies
large companies as the top 65% of the
Compustat database (generally about 250
stocks with capitalizations above $12 Billion).
Then a value classification combines earnings
yield, dividend yield and normalized
book/price. The 20% in the middle is Core.
Centric Core modifies this index to (1) control
turnover and (2) execute a hybrid weighting
scheme that tracks the industry profile of the
broad market and equal weights stocks within
industry sectors. Centric Core is rebalanced
quarterly.
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Return

Risk

Backtests use monthly returns. Centric core
is rebalanced quarterly. Past performance is
8
not an indicator of future performance.

